Modeling the Effect of Zinc Oxide on the Electronic Properties of Polyvinyl Alcohol
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Abstract

A Computational study for the physical properties of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in its emeraldine base form (4PVA) is presented. Both PM6 semiempirical and DFT: B3LYP/LANL2DZ levels are conducted to elucidate the ZnO effects on the electronic and surface properties of PVA. The influence of ZnO was introduced in terms of total dipole moment (TDM), HOMO/LUMO band gap energy ($\Delta E$) and molecular electrostatic potential (MESP). The results indicated that, TDM of 4PVA and $\Delta E$ were changed by changing the interaction site. Where, the band gap energy of 4PVA decreased sharply with ZnO addition and the electron density together with the reactivity was increased as presented in MESP maps. Also, the influence of ZnO addition was clearly observed from TDM and $\Delta E$ values calculated with DFT than those calculated at PM6 level. The difference between both methods could be attributed to electron correlation which is included in DFT rather than PM6, this makes DFT more accurate than PM6.
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1. Introduction

Since long time Zinc oxide (ZnO) is reported among the most widely material acting as metal oxide gas sensors [1-2]. ZnO could be used for detecting several gases such as hydrogen, oxygen and hydrocarbon. Sensing materials are those characterized with a change in their physical properties under the influence of the sensing gas. It is reported that, as gas interacts with ZnO surface, the surface conductivity of ZnO changes [3]. It is among the oldest known sensors, but still attracting researchers, according to its easy handling which enables its fabrication in many forms [4-5]. Better performance could be achieved with certain additives so called dopants [6-7]. Further enhancement could be achieved as it produced in nano scale, according to the huge increased in the surface area [8]. The increasing demands for preparation of metal oxides such as ZnO in nano form leads to an increase in the experimental
efforts. On the other hand, theoretical approaches are also needed to follow up the changes in the electronic properties of metal oxides as a result of blending, doping and/or interaction in nano scale. Many experimental efforts were conducted by many researchers to improve the production of ZnO in many forms mainly in nano scale [9-11]. It is reported that the sensing performance is enhanced with doping with different materials owing to the huge increase in surface area [12-13].

Beside the experimental efforts, molecular modeling with different levels of theory could be applied to metal oxides and many systems containing metal oxides in order to investigate their physical, chemical as well as surface properties [14-18]. The properties investigated by molecular modeling are considered as good indicators for reactivity of the given structure [19-24]. The modeling techniques show potential for many applications not only for sensor but also for biological as well as many applications based on the electronic properties of the investigated materials [25,26]. Among the possible blending of metal oxide is to blend with polymers such as Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVC) [27,28]. PVC is the first choice in polymer science according to its cheap price and easy handling as reported by many researchers [29-33]. It is reported that blending PVC with metal oxide enhances the properties and functionality [34-37]. Despite the various applications of PVC, some adverse impacts are reported, both pyrolysis process and thermal degradation of PVC forming chlorinated hydrocarbons, which are hazardous non-degradable and carcinogenic compounds [38, 39]. Accordingly, Polyvinyl alcohol which is abbreviated as PVA is a substituted polymer which is water-soluble has many applications [36]. However, PVA is hydrophilic [40]. The abundant hydroxyl groups allow PVA for blending which further enhance its properties [41]. PVA as well as its derivatives could be good candidate for biomedical applications [42]. Beside the well known properties of ZnO, it is reported recently that, it has a cheapest material, low toxicity, biodegradability, bio compatibility [43, 44].

Physical parameters which are calculated by molecular modeling such as total dipole moment (TDM), HOMO/LUMO band gap energy (ΔE) and molecular electrostatic potential (MESP) are considered good indicators for electronic properties and hence to the reactivity of a studied structure [45-49]. It is stated that, the reactive structure has high dipole moment while its band gap energy is low. Furthermore, one can correlate the charge distribution and the contour of the electrostatic potential with the given active sites along the surface. Finally, the parameters described with molecular modeling are correlated with the reactivity of the studied structures [50].

Based upon these considerations to functionalize Polyvinyl Alcohol it is important to tune its electronic properties in order to facilitate its applications. A metal oxide semiconductor such as ZnO could enhance the electronic properties of PVA and subsequently increases it reactivity and surface properties which could in turn enhances its ability for applications in many area. So that, this computational work is designed to elucidate the effect of ZnO upon electronic properties of PVA at semiempirical PM6 and DFT: B3LYP/LANL2DZ levels of theory.

2. Calculation Details:
All model molecules were calculated using GAUSSIAN 09 program [51], which is implemented on personal computer at Spectroscopy Department, National Research Centre (NRC), Egypt. The effect of ZnO on the electronic properties of Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) was studied using two different methods namely: semiempirical quantum mechanical method at PM6 level and density functional theory at DFT: B3LYP/LANL2DZ [52-54]. TDM, HOMO/LUMO band gap (ΔE) and MESP were calculated at the same level of theory.

3. Results and Discussion:
3.1. PVA Model
Before presenting the computational results it is important to describe how the model molecules were built. To build the model structure for simulating PVA, it is supposed that the model consists of four units of PVA as indicated in figure 1. For studying the interaction between PVA with ZnO, PVA belongs to the polar group of synthetic polymers, ZnO interacted with PVA only through the active sites of PVA. The proposed structure of PVA contains four active sits through the hydroxyl group (OH). The OH group was present at 4 different positions, as they were connected to carbon atoms numbered as C23, C25, C27 and C29 respectively. PVA interacts with ZnO once through O-atom and then through Zn atom. However, the
effect of ZnO on PVA can be determined at two different interaction mechanisms. Accordingly, PVA were studied and the interaction of PVA with zinc oxide in the different four active sites OH in the two odds of zinc oxide interactions as ZnO and OZn. TDM and HOMO/LUMO band gap energy were considered as perfect indicators for the determination of the electronic properties of materials. The changes occurred in the TDM and HOMO/LUMO band gap energy of all supposed models were computed at both semiempirical method at PM6 and DFT method at B3LYP using LANL2DZ basis set. Furthermore, MESF were calculated for all structures at DFT:B3LYP using LANL2DZ basis set.

3.2. PVA-ZnO Models

In the first mechanism of interaction PVA interacts with ZnO throughout the zinc atom in the four OH group individually as shown in figure 2. As assumed TDM and HOMO/LUMO band gap energy for all ZnO positions with PVA computed using semiempirical method at PM6 and DFT method at B3LYP with LANL2DZ basis set. Figure 3 and 4 presented the calculated HOMO/LUMO band gap energy for the semiempirical and DFT methods respectively.

Fig. 1. Model molecule for 4PVA indicating a) Optimized structure b) PM6 calculated HOMO/LUMO band gap energy, c) DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ calculated HOMO/LUMO band gap energy, d) DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ calculated MESF as total density.

Fig. 2. DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ optimized structure for: a) 4PVA-(C23) ZnO b) 4 PVA-(C25) ZnO c) 4 PVA-(C27) ZnO and d) 4PVA-(C29) ZnO respectively.

Fig. 3. PM6 calculated HOMO/LUMO band gap energy for: a) 4 PVA-(C23) ZnO b) 4PVA-(C25) ZnO c) 4 PVA-(C27) ZnO and d) 4PVA-(C29) ZnO respectively.

TDM and HOMO/LUMO band gap energy listed in table 1 and table 2 respectively for the two calculations of four OH positions with ZnO using semiempirical method and DFT methods. TDM of the base PVA using semiempirical method was 5.7115 Debye , while with DFT it becomes 8.1463
Debye. In the case of 4PVA interacted with ZnO in the four actives OH positions via C23, C25, C27 and C29, TDM with semiempirical method was found to be 10.5364, 9.3974, 9.6539 and 8.5410 Debye respectively. Meanwhile for DFT method, TDM was 9.8964, 8.4196, 8.8414 and 7.9202 Debye for the same sequence.

The changes in ∆E of 4PVA and 4PVA interacted with ZnO are presented in table 2. As indicated, the values of 4PVA HOMO/LUMO energy calculated using PM6 and B3LYP/LANL2DZ were 11.9200 and 3.1058eV respectively. However, the HOMO/LUMO band gap energy for 4PVA interacted with ZnO throughout C23, C25, C27 and C29 calculated using PM6 becomes 5.1599, 5.2586, 5.3759 and 5.0932 eV respectively, while for B3LYP/ LANL2DZ becomes 1.8493, 2.3429, 2.5729 and 1.7288 eV.

Generally, the results indicated that the addition of ZnO affects positively on the electronic properties of PVA. TDM increased slightly at both methods: semiempirical and DFT while, HOMO/LUMO band gap energy sharply deceased as a result of ZnO addition. From table 1, it is clear that the differences in the TDM values calculated at semiempirical and DFT methods were noticeable but not very large. On the other hand and as presented in table 2, there was a significant difference in the values of ∆E between the two quantum mechanical methods. Therefore, for the first interaction mechanism, the results indicated that the semiempirical computed values cannot be compared with those obtained using DFT method. PM6 is not provided with electron correlation rather than DFT which gave an advantage for DFT. Accordingly, DFT method at B3LYP utilizing LANL2DZ basis set is suitable for studying the electronic properties of synthetic polymers as well as polymers interacted with ZnO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>TDM</th>
<th>PM6</th>
<th>DFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4PVA</td>
<td>5.7115</td>
<td>8.1463</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4PVA-(C23)ZnO</td>
<td>10.5364</td>
<td>9.8964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4PVA-(C25)ZnO</td>
<td>9.3974</td>
<td>8.4196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4PVA-(C27)ZnO</td>
<td>9.6539</td>
<td>8.8414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4PVA-(C29)ZnO</td>
<td>8.5410</td>
<td>7.9202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Calculated HOMO/LUMO band gap energy (∆E) as eV at PM6 semiempirical level and at DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ for PVA and PVA/ZnO interacted through Zn atom.

3.3. PVA-OZn Model

Second interaction mechanism was presented such that PVA interacts with ZnO throughout the oxygen atom in the four OH group individually as shown in figure 5. Additionally, TDM and HOMO/LUMO band gap energy for all OZn positions with PVA calculated with semiempirical method at PM6 and with DFT method at B3LYP using LANL2DZ basis set. Figures 6 and 7 introduce calculated HOMO/LUMO band gap energy for the semiempirical method and DFT method respectively.

![Fig. 5. DFT-B3LYP/LANL2DZ optimized structure for: a) 4PVA-(C23) OZn; b) 4PVA-(C25) OZn; c) 4PVA-(C27) OZn and d) 4PVA-(C29) OZn respectively.](image)

![Fig. 6. PM6 calculated HOMO/LUMO band gap energy for: a) 4PVA-(C23) OZn; b) 4PVA-(C25) OZn; c) 4PVA-(C27) OZn and d) 4PVA-(C29) OZn respectively.](image)
Table 3 presents the second interaction mechanism of 4PVA with ZnO through the four different OH active groups throughout the O atom, TDM of 4PVA using semiempirical method at PM6 becomes 5.2826, 3.5467, 6.0338 and 6.4774 Debye for 4PVA interacted with OZn via C23, C25, C27 and C29 respectively, while for DFT method, TDM became 6.8035, 2.6914, 5.1594 and 5.4784 Debye. This means that the two mechanisms of interaction follow the same behavior as the changes in TDM values were small. Meanwhile, HOMO/LUMO band gap ΔE of 4PVA interacted with (Cx) OZn, table 4 confirmed that the electronic band gap for all structures calculated with both semiempirical method and DFT method was sharply decreased. ΔE decreased to 5.4657, 4.4077, 4.1835 and 5.0265 eV with semiempirical method and to 1.2667, 0.9377, 1.0618 and 0.6944 eV with DFT for 4 PVA-(C23) OZn, 4 PVA-(C25) OZn, 4 PVA-(C27) OZn and 4 PVA-(C29) OZn respectively. The calculated values of TDM and ΔE obtained at the higher level of theory (B3LYP/LANL2DZ) were more accurate than the semiempirical ones. This could be attributed to the effect of electron correlation which is implemented in DFT method.

Table 3. Calculated total dipole moment (TDM) as Debye at PM6 semiempirical level and at DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ for PVA and PVA/ZnO through O atom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>PM6</th>
<th>DFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 PVA-(C23) OZn</td>
<td>5.2826</td>
<td>6.8035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PVA-(C25) OZn</td>
<td>3.5467</td>
<td>2.6914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PVA-(C27) OZn</td>
<td>6.0338</td>
<td>5.1594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PVA-(C29) OZn</td>
<td>6.4774</td>
<td>5.4784</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Calculated HOMO/LUMO band gap energy(ΔE) as eV at PM6 semiempirical level and at DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ for PVA and PVA/ZnO through O atom of ZnO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>ΔE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PM6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PVA-(C23) OZn</td>
<td>5.4657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PVA-(C25) OZn</td>
<td>4.4077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PVA-(C27) OZn</td>
<td>4.1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PVA-(C29) OZn</td>
<td>5.0265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MESP)

Another important electronic (surface) descriptor was calculated for 4PVA as well as 4PVA/ZnO is the molecular electrostatic potential (MESP). MESP illustrates the distribution of electronic charges of molecules within the studied structures in three dimensions. Also, MESP could be presented as color mapped surfaces ranging from red to blue. The red color refers to the most negative regions (i.e. the regions very rich with electrons) while, the blue one refers to the most positive one (i.e. the regions. These color maps help in visualizing properties of molecules such as shape, size and the complex structures behavior. To predict the interaction nature whether it nucleophilic or electrophilic, the MESP was calculated for 4PVA proposed structure at the DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ level. The MESP maps for 4PVA were presented in figures 8 and 9. As presented in the figures, that the maximum negative MESP was located at the oxygen atom of PVA and that of metal oxide (i.e. C-O and Zn-O bonds) referring to an electrophilic interaction. Meanwhile, the most positive MESP was located at the carbon and hydrogen atoms (i.e. C-H bond) which refers to a suitable site for a nucleophilic attack. Generally, the MESP results confirmed the results of HOMO/LUMO band gap ΔE for all the studied structures, where the reactivity of the studied model molecules increased due to the interaction with zinc oxide molecule.

In this sense the interaction between ZnO and PVA weather the interaction took place through O and/or Zn atoms leads to an enhancement of the surface properties. This dedicates that the studied PVA/ZnO as well as PVA/OZn are suitable structures for applications gas sensor according to their unique surface active sites induced as a result of ZnO.

Fig. 8. DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ calculated MESP as total density for: a) 4PVA-(C23) ZnO; c) 4 PVA-(C25) ZnO; d) 4 PVA-(C27) ZnO and e) 4 PVA-(C29) ZnO respectively.

Fig. 9. DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ calculated MESP as total density for: a) 4 PVA-(C23) OZn; b) 4 PVA-(C25) OZn; c) 4 PVA-(C27) OZn and d) 4 PVA-(C29) OZn respectively.
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4. Conclusion:

This computational work presents the electronic properties of PVA using two methods namely DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ and PM6. The changes in the electronic properties of PVA were discussed in terms of TDM, HOMO/LUMO band gap energy ΔE and MESP. The calculated HOMO/LUMO band gap ΔE with PM6 semiempirical method shows that the results are not comparable with that calculated with DFT:B3LYP/LANL2DZ. It could be concluded that, the computational methods could describe both surface and electronic properties of polymers as well as polymer interacted with metal oxides. Moreover, the electron correlation which is included in DFT: B3LYP/LANL2DZ methods gives it advantages in comparison with semiempirical method such as PM6. In spite of this, PM6 could be useful to provide comparable results in appropriate computational times. Enhancement of the electronic properties of PVA as indicated by the calculated physical parameters dedicate it for many applications based on its surface activity such as sensor. This in turn could produce cost effective sensor based on the investigated properties in one hand and on the low cost and easy handling of PVA on the other hand.
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